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Variable Range Hopping Condution in Complex Systems and a Perolation Model

with Tunneling
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For the low-temperature eletrial ondutane of a disordered quantum insulator in d-dimensions,

Mott [1℄ had proposed his Variable Range Hopping (VRH) formula, G(T ) = G0 exp[−(T0/T )
γ ],

where G0 is a material onstant and T0 is a harateristi temperature sale. For disordered but

non-interating arrier harges, Mott had found that γ = 1/(d+1) in d-dimensions. Later on, Efros

and Shkolvskii [2℄ found that for a pure (i.e., disorder-free) quantum insulator with interating

harges, γ = 1/2, independent of d. Reent experiments indiate that γ is either (i) larger than any

of the above preditions; and, (ii) more intriguingly, it seems to be a funtion of p, the dopant on-
entration. We investigate this issue with a semi-lassial or semi-quantum RRTN (Random Resistor

um Tunneling-bond Network) model, developed by us in the 1990's. These marosopi granular/

perolative omposites are built up from randomly plaed meso- or nanosopi oarse-grained lus-

ters, with two phenomenologial funtions for the temperature-dependene of the metalli and the

semi-onduting bonds. We �nd that our RRTN model (in 2D, for simpliity) also aptures this

ontinuous hange of γ with p, satisfatorily.

PACS numbers: 71.50.+t, 71.55.Jv, 72.15.Rn

Keywords: Complex systems, tunneling, disorder, RRN, interation, hopping ondution, VRH, quantum

insulator to metal, semi-quantum tunneling perolation, RRTN.

The low-temperature d eletrial ondutane G(T ) is

being studied for many deades now, in the regime where

the thermal energy kBT (kB = Boltzmann onstant) is of

the order of or smaller than the disorder or the Coulomb

interation energy between the harge arrying fermions.

In the deade of 1960's, Mott [1℄ had put forward an an-

alytial expression for the phonon-assisted hopping on-

dution of spinless fermions, taking only the lattie dis-

order e�et into aount and his Variable Range Hopping

(VRH) formula is written as,

G(T ) = G0 exp

[

−

(

T0

T

)γ]

, (1)

where G0 is a material parameter, γ = 1/(d + 1) for a
d-dimensional sample (e.g., γ = 1/4 in 3D), and T0 is a

sample-spei� temperature sale, below whih quantum

mehanial tunneling between nearby fermioni states

(eletron or hole), loalized around a �nite number of lat-

tie sites, starts ontributing signi�antly to the G(T )
with the help of hopping due to phonons. Classially,

these regions behave as �nite size lusters. For a quan-

tum insulator, as T tends to T0, the oherent tunneling

proess (or, hopping ondution) keeps inreasing, while

the inoherent sattering due to the phonons (or, the

ohmi resistane) keeps dereasing. After Mott's semi-

nal work, Efros and Shklovskii [2℄ onsidered the loal-

ization due only to the repulsive Coulomb interation be-

tween the harge arriers in a pure system, and ahieved

the omplementary result that γ = 1/2 for an insulating
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sample in any d. Musing over both the types of VRH, one

may take kBT0 as the energy-sale whih determines the

domain above whih inoherent (dephasing) sattering

among the loalised eletron/hole states ompletely takes

over, and transforms an Anderson or a Mott insulator

into an Ohmi (di�usive) metal. Thus, for a omplete

desription, the VRH formula should take the following

general form:

G(T ) = G0

(

T0

T

)s

exp

[

−

(

T0

T

)γ]

, (2)

as argued by Aharony et.al. [3℄.

But, relatively reently, there have been a few theoret-

ial works (e.g., ref. [4℄) and some experiments (e.g.,

[5, 6, 7℄) whih do not seem to fall into any of the above

shemes, in the sense that the exponent γ is di�erent from

the above preditions. While the theory of Ref.[4℄ pre-

dits γ > 1/4 in 3D disordered systems on fratal media

(due to hopping between superloalized states), and the

experiment of Ref.[5℄ on Carbon blak-PVC omposites

seem to on�rm suh hoppings in the presene of both

disorder and interation. Here superloalized states are

those whose wave-funtions deay with the distane R as

exp[−(R/ξ)ζ], with ζ > 1; ξ being the loalization length.
If hopping takes plae between superloalized states, then

the Mott VRH was shown to modify the exponent γ in

Eq.(1) to γ = df/(df + ζ), where df is the fratal dimen-

sion of the medium [4℄. Experimental [5℄ evidene of the

above has been reported in arbon-blak-polymer om-

posites, where it is laimed that ζ = 1.94±0.06. However,
doubt has been ast by Aharony et al. [3℄ whether the

superloalization was really observed in suh omposites.

As a matter of fat, in the last deade, several exper-

iments (e.g., Ref. [6, 7℄) had reported deviations from
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Figure 1: An example of a 20x20 square-lattie on�guration

in RRTN model, at a random o-bond (full lines) onentra-

tion of p=0.15 and with at an arbitrarily high voltage of 108V ,

just to make sure that all the t-bonds (dashed lines, with a

threshold of vg = 0.5V ) are ative (with an inessential as-

sumption of no Joule heating). One may note here that both

the RRN and the RRTN sample is non-perolating (both an

insulator).

the above-mentioned results. Indeed, the more serious

deviation has been the ontinuous variation of the expo-

nent γ with the dopant (or, disorder) onentration, p,
in some granular or omposite materials. To apture the

basi physis of this intriguing behaviour, we undertook

a thorough study of the low-temperature ondutane

in a semi-lassial perolation model, alled the RRTN

(Random Resistor um Tunneling-bond Network) model.

The details of the model and some of its appliations are

disussed in the original papers by Sen and o-workers

[8, 9, 10, 11℄. Brie�y stated, in the RRTN, over and

above the randomly plaed ohmi (o) bonds in an insulat-
ing bakground, (alled a Random Resistor Network, or

RRN), a semi-lassial tunneling is allowed only through

the nearest-neighbor insulators between any two o-bonds.
Thus, these partiular insulating bonds are alled tun-

neling (t) bonds. The plaement of these t-bonds in a

deterministi way (for a given random resistor on�gura-

tion) makes our RRTN model partly deterministi (sta-

tistially orrelated). It may be noted that in the RRTN

model, (i) the disorder-parameter is introdued through

the random oupations of the o-bonds on the lattie,

and (ii) the Coulomb interation is mimiked through

the gap or the threshold voltage vg for tunneling past

the t-bonds. Thus, for a given marosopi external volt-

age V , a given t-bond beomes ative (i.e., lets tunneling

take plae) if the mirosopi voltage di�erene aross

its ends is above vg, and remains inative if this voltage

di�erene is below vg. We all the perolation threshold

of the RRTN model, when all the possible t-bonds are

ative, pct. For the RRTN embedded in a 2D-square lat-

Figure 2: Another example of a 20x20 square lattie on�gu-

ration (where all the possible t-bonds are driven ative) but at
a slightly larger p=0.20. Some parts of both the latties look

idential, beause their onstrution started with the same

iseed (a trivial issue). One may observe here that the RRTN

is perolating (metal) but the RRN is not (insulator). These

two Figs. 1 and 2 thus indiate a new insulator-metal transi-

tion with a perolation threshold inside 0.15 < p < 0.20.

tie, �nite-size analysis gives pct ≃ 0.181 (in an E�etive

Medium Approximation (EMA), pct is 0.25) [8, 9℄.

It may be noted that the temperature T does not ex-

pliitly appear in any perolation model. So, to study

the VRH phenomenon in the RRTN (in a 2D-square

lattie), we use some empirial parameters for the T -
dependene of the mirosopi ondutane of the vari-

ous types of bonds. For simpliity, for the o-bonds we use
go = 1/(ro+a T ) and for the t-bonds, gt = b exp(−c/T ).
To go beyond the EMA, i.e., to study the e�ets of both

the thermal and the (semi)-quantum �utuations, we had

to take reourse to a numerial solution of the Kirho�'s

laws (loal urrent onservation) at eah node of the lat-

tie. The aim is to ahieve global urrent (whih may

be zero if the marosopi sample is an insulator) on-

servation from the loal ones in the RRTN. In a lassi-

ally perolating situation at a low voltage V , where the

ohmi bakbone is already perolating, we �nd a non-

monotoni sharp rise in the ondutane as T → 0; even-
tuallly saturating to a large but �nite residual resistane

R0, i.e., R(T = 0;RRTN), in any �nite-size RRTN sam-

ple. Further, R0 is found to be sensitively dependent

on spei� on�gurations (i.e., sample-spei�), for any

given onentration p of the o-bonds. These �ndings

have, at least, a qualitative mathing, with some experi-

mental results on omposite/ granular materials, as well

as those in fully quantum disordered systems (e.g., see

Ref. [13℄). In the Fig.3, we present the T -dependene of
the ondutane in �nite-sized (L = 20) RRTN samples

for six di�erent p's. Fig.4 shows the exess e�et of the
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Figure 3: Condutane G(T ) .vs. temperature T in six

20x20 RRTN square-latties for various p's in the upper ohmi

regime. Due to �nite-size e�ets, some are perolating and

some are not.
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Figure 4: Exess G(T ) in the same RRTN samples, as in the

Fig.3. The word exess means that the ohmi (RRN) part

of the G(T ) for the perolating RRTN samples at eah T is

subtrated out.

t-bonds on the same footing for all the samples (both the

perolating and the nonperolating RRTN) of Fig.3, by

subtrating their RRN (ohmi) ontributions at eah T .
We alulated the exponents using the �nite size saling

analysis. In the Fig.5, we show a typial �nite size e�et

on the 2D-RRTN in the �at upper ohmi regime (where

all the possible t-bonds are ative). In our previous study
[12℄ in this regime, the �nite-size e�ets had seemed van-

ishing. More preise analysis with four L's (see Fig.5 for

T < Tm) indiate that γ → 1 sensitively, but s is very

robust (2.0 < s < 3.0) as T → 0. Also, this size-e�et is
stronger in the strongly nonlinear, sigmoidal regime, of
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Figure 5: Normalized VRH ondutanes in the RRTN model

at p = 0.25 for 2D-square latties of various sizes, in the limit

where all the allowed t-bonds are ative. The maxima values

Gm = G(Tm, L) and the orresponding Tm = Tm(L, p)'s are
used to normalize eah urve. The �ttings of the VRH pa-

rameters for eah L use the full urves. The �nite-size e�ets

are NOT too prominent for T < Tm.

the d urrent-voltage response [8, 11℄. These details will

be disussed elsewhere.

To summarize, we �nd that our RRTN model is quite su-

essful in desribing the VRH and that the generalized

VRH formula, Eq.(2), works better than the restrited

one, i.e., Eq.(1). To wit, the exponents vary ontinuously

with the onentration p of the o-bonds. So, it is apa-

ble of reproduing, at least qualitatively, the intriguing

results of some reent experiments on (Carbon-blak)-

(PVC) mixture [5℄, sulfonated polyaniline (alled PANI-

CSA) omposites [6℄, some doped Langmuir-Blodgett

�lms [7℄ et. Of ourse, the EMA-values of s and γ di�er

from their respetive numerially "exat" values; e.g., in

the EMA, s = 0.5 for all the p's. Further theoretial stud-
ies would possibly involve the non-extensivity and some

generalized entropy, de�ned as a measure of loss of infor-

mation, as formulated by Tsallis' and Re'nyi (see, e.g.,

ref.[14℄ by Abe), for the far-from-equilibrium dynamis

of the RRTN.
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